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Many Harvard Law Students Feel Lost 
 

Many students at Harvard Law School feel lost. They arrive in Cambridge for the first time on 
sultry, hopeful August afternoons, brimming with a passion for both law and lawmaking. They hope 
to acquire a first-rate legal education and an understanding of how to leverage that education into 
meaningful political careers. Within weeks, however, a bitter irony becomes apparent. The best-
represented law school in the United States Congress, with a rich tradition of producing political 
luminaries on both sides of the aisle, has jarringly few formal resources for students interested in 
running for office. 

 
This problem is too dire to ignore, particularly at a time when communities across America 

thirst badly for earnest, competent legislators from both parties and at all levels of government. Many 
HLS students will regardless end up in successful political careers, but for every Michelle Wu or Mitt 
Romney, there are perhaps many others who would have made decent, noble public servants but did 
not pursue that path for want of adequate guidance and support during their formative law school 
years. 

  
Our committee has spent the past seven months studying this issue. Are HLS students still even 

interested in politics as a way to make a difference, or have they been jaded by the national political 
climate? Is there a widespread student perception that institutional resources at HLS for political 
careers are inadequate, or is this overstated? What must be done to fix the school’s deficiencies, if it 
indeed has any? As part of this inquiry, we spoke with professors, administrators, career advisers, and 
representatives of student organizations, and we surveyed 152 students.  

 
The results of our survey are sobering and demand action from the administration. Of the 152 

students we surveyed, 92% stated that they are potentially interested in a career in elective 
office. However, a meager 12% believe the law school has adequate resources to help them 
begin developing the skills needed for a career in elective office.  

 
Dozens expressed helpless frustration. Yes, HLS is in fact a law school, not a dedicated politics 

institute. But even the most modest resources for this popular career path are unavailable. “I don’t 
know of any [resources] . . . I have no idea where I would start,” one student shared. “There’s very 
little structure related to [learning about a political career path]—if any at all,” another added. “I am a 
3L and I have heard nothing about resources [during my time at HLS],” a soon-to-be alum 
commented. This dearth is especially disheartening because, as a 2L student stated, “a lot of us are 
thinking about [elective office as a career path].” Another sighed, “I can’t really think of any adviser, 
resource, or program that is expressly devoted to this issue. It’s difficult to know who to talk to.” 
Students admirably, yet unsystematically, patch together informal networks through organizations 
such as ACS, the HLS Dems, and the Federalist Society but feel a significant void in formal guidance 
and resources that would otherwise be filled by a centralized institutional presence.  

 
These deficiencies threaten not only communities around America that would benefit from 

better leadership but also the law school itself. Many students suggested that they would be tempted, 
if they could make their decision over again, to choose an alternative school with better programs for 
aspiring political office holders.  
 
With so much at stake, it is time for the administration to act.  



Providing Direction 
 

How should the HLS administration address these institutional deficiencies? Over the past 
seven months, we have learned much from our discussions and debates with students, professors, 
administrators, and career officers, closely examining what would be both feasible and effectual.  

The recommendations below are meant as a comprehensive package, with each playing 
an indispensable and sorely needed role. Ultimately, the students’ requests are modest—they do 
not expect to be handed a legislative seat, and they know a political career path is laden with risks and 
challenges. They do, however, expect to learn more about what that path looks like and how valuable 
skills may be developed.  
 

I. “The Leadership Workshop” Course 
 
One comment we heard from students, time and time again, is that they have few avenues at 

HLS to cultivate the skills needed for them to become effective 21st-century leaders. Using the 
Negotiation Workshop and Trial Advocacy Workshop as models, HLS should offer a new course, 
the Leadership Workshop, that combines theory and practice in order to develop skills including 
public speaking, networking, fundraising, and media training. The competencies students develop 
would not only serve aspiring politicians but also transfer well to other domains, including law 
practice, business, and non-profits. Students should eventually exercise each of these skills in 
simulated settings and receive extensive feedback and coaching. This course should be multi-
sectional, taught once during the spring or fall semester for students interested in a longer 
commitment, and once during the January term for students interested in a crash course.  
 

II. “Law and Political Office” Seminar 
 

In one of the most striking results we received, 89% of the students we surveyed stated that 
they would at least “strongly consider” taking a seminar or course that teaches students about 
leveraging a legal education into a career in elective office. Professors too acknowledged a curricular 
shortcoming relating to this subject matter.  To meet the high student demand, HLS should offer a 
seminar, titled “Law and Political Office” and taught every semester, which would cover the ways in 
which a legal education can be utilized by legislators at all levels of government. Granular details 
would be left to the professor, but students would be taught about how a background in law can help 
a politician at many stages—when filing to run for office, while conducting campaigns, when 
sharpening agendas, and when navigating the legislative process.  
 

III. “Politics and Legislation” Clinic 
 
Many students, including those uninterested in running for office, crave opportunities to gain 

practical experience at the intersection of law and politics. This need can be met through the creation 
of a clinic that would serve as an expansion of the type of program available under the current Eric 
Lesser Internship, in which students assist State Senator Lesser on legislative and policy issues. 
Students participating in the Politics and Legislation Clinic would be placed in intern positions at the 
offices of participating state and local elected officials and/or campaigns across the country. 
Depending on the office in which they are placed, interns would work on campaign and political 
strategy tasks, legislative and policy research and analysis, legislative and policy drafting, and legal 



research and writing as in-office interns during the January term. Participants would continue 
legislative and policy work remotely throughout the spring semester.  

 
As with other HLS clinics, members of the Politics and Legislation Clinic would meet semi-

monthly with the clinic’s faculty leader(s) to discuss their experiences. In order to ensure the clinic 
may recruit offices across party lines, each participant would sign a confidentiality agreement and 
avoid discussing specific legislative or policy initiatives during group discussions. Students would also 
submit 3–4 reflection papers detailing their experience, one at the end of the January term and 
roughly one per month during the spring semester. 
 

IV. Strengthening OPIA 
 

The students we surveyed repeatedly expressed a hope that the administration would formally 
embrace politics as a formal career option. Currently, students are presented with two major career 
paths—the private and public sectors—with the public sector only comprising government lawyering 
and non-profit work. Students passionate about running for office are thus demoralized and feel out 
of place. In order to legitimize politics as a career path, the school must have a dedicated politics 
career officer in OPIA who would have at least some experience in the political public sector or have 
been involved in political campaigns. This officer would be able to field a wide range of inquiries and 
provide a much-needed, full-time resource for students.  
 

Further, the OPIA website should have a consolidated page for resources available to students 
interested in politics, with information about resources contained in the other recommendations in 
this section of our report. OPIA should also bring on more political professionals as Wasserstein 
Fellows for students to meet with throughout the year. 
 

V. Expanded Alumni Involvement 
 

HLS has an unmatched advantage over other law schools—a trove of alumni at every level of 
government. This crucial resource cannot go to waste; the school must utilize its alumni in at least the 
following three ways: 
 

1. The Political Mentorship Program—HLS should create a mentorship program, which many 
students we spoke with called for, whereby current students would be matched with alumni 
who held or now hold an elected office, as well as those in political sector jobs more generally. 
Students would be connected with alumni based on geographic region, policy interests, or other 
relevant criteria. This program would require creating a database of all such alumni, and this 
database would also be useful as a general student reference for networking and fellowship.     
 

2. The “Fundraising for Alumni” Program— Many of the professors we spoke with indicated 
that they would be happy to donate to the campaigns of their former students, and HLS 
students more broadly, regardless of party affiliation, but too often they do not hear about these 
candidacies until it is too late. One professor humorously noted, “I want to help out students 
who went here so badly that I’ll even donate to Yale Law grads as the next best thing!”). HLS 
should create a centralized system for students, professors, and others in the HLS community 
to find out about, and financially support, alumni running for office at all levels. This system 



will not only strengthen the school’s bonds with alumni but also create a culture that normalizes 
running for office after graduation.  

 
3. Regular HLS-Sponsored Panels and Lunch Talks—HLS should sponsor regular panel and 

lunch talk events by legislators from both parties and all levels of government. These faculty-
moderated events would enjoy the administration’s imprimatur and allow for interested students 
to regularly consider the intersection of, and transition between, law and politics and to engage 
in meaningful networking. Such events need not be restricted to HLS alumni; they could also 
feature local elected officials. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Reaching Our Destination 
 

In a few weeks, parents, friends, and other loved ones will beam with joy as our Class of 2017 
receives a time-honored, hallowed distinction—graduates of Harvard Law School. Large portions of 
the class will doubtless go on to fight tooth and nail to advance justice and prosperity where and how 
they see fit. Yet, as they walk off the graduation stage, these young adults will face a bitterly divided 
society—Congress and many state legislatures are gridlocked and historically unpopular, many 
pressing needs around the country are going unmet, and over half of the public believes a majority of 
Congress is corrupt. It is a shame to think that, with some curricular and organizational changes, 
HLS may have better equipped the Class of 2017 to address these challenges and help restore a sense 
of decency and functionality in our politics. 

As our school quickly approaches its 200th birthday, the spheres of law and politics, among 
others, continue to look to us to help assist with the challenges of our time. Meeting these challenges 
requires sacrifice and concerted effort, and, in certain instances, uneasy reform. But remembering the 
stakes can help us stay on the right path. If we fail to make HLS a better place for those interested in 
lawmaking, we will be failing the cities, states, and country we hold so dear, and the generation of 
children whose tomorrow directly depends on today’s actions. Let us not waste a moment in playing 
whatever part we can to encourage more participation, big-heartedness, and enthusiasm in our 
politics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


